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Collective Creativity: a QTIPOC (Queer, Trans* Intersex People of

Colour) artist collective – which aims to create radical, grass roots space for queer artists of colour to interrogate the politics of art, in relation to queer identity, institutional racism, and anti-colonialism.

Collective Creativity, is dedicated to creating space for conversations that challenge institutional racism and white supremacy

within a cultural framework. It started its journey researching

Britain’s history of radical political Black art, as so many of us

found it had been missing in our own art educations. How do

we decolonise our art educations, unlearn the histories that replicate the colonial gaze, with creative production being saturated

with white names and male forces? 

 



 



Art Education - Melvin Edwards



There is a very speciﬁc distilled isolation, that describes the art

student experience, being perhaps only one of very few people

of colour at very white, and largely very privileged art institutions

in the UK. With scarce support, validation or aﬃrming politics amidst the abundance of racism and micro aggressions – it is an

experience that so many artists of colour now and from the past

still describe as a trauma they had to endure and ﬁght through

for survival.  



In the exhibition curated by Glenn Ligon: Encounters and Collisions, on view at Nottingham Contemporary in

2015, there is a Melvin Edwards piece named Art Education. The twisted writhing metal, heavy like an anchor,

sharp and blunt at the same time, speaks volumes. With not enough reﬂection of colour in the curriculum, or tutors and lecturers of colour who can speak from this experience, we, Collective Creativity, wished to create a

workshop with current art students of colour at Nottingham Contemporary, and share the ways in which we tried

to survive art school and white arts institutions. How do we change this cycle, and reach out with intergenerational conversations, that re-situate the British narrative of Black art history and its knowledges?

 



 



Often the most cited British Black art is by men: Yinka Shonibare, Chris Oﬁli, Steve McQueen, John Akomfrah, all

very extremely talented artists, many of them household names. But where is the legacy that ﬁlled the gaps before

then? And where are the voices of those who are women or queer? The few women who are mentioned in the

main history books, for example Sonia Boyce, are obviously not representative of the entire picture, of the wealth

and breadth of Black British art and feminism, and the Black Arts movement.



 



The erasure of Black women and queer people of colour’s art in history is systemic and normative in varying

ﬁelds, but there is something particular that, as a discipline of the elite, as a playground for investors, the art

world feels very much like the White Male Institution. For many, it is clear that there are people whose art production is steered by the market, and serves a certain palette we cannot escape. Art created by the radical art practices of those with marginalised identities, Black women, queer trans artists of colour, disabled artists, who often

make work the way they do to survive; the work – often critical and political – is usually silenced by history and the

market. This includes many marginalised voices, and a great number of works that make us question what kind of

work does need to be made, and how is it deemed valid? But what does a queer, feminist postcolonial art practice look like? How can we re-format our own art educations, as artists of colour dealing with depoliticised art

schools, and a re-positioning of this canon? Perhaps we can create new histories, out of material that was always

there, our own canon of ideas that are not solely centred on Western thought.



 

Collective Creativity, longed to un-archive the history of British artists of colour and had started with looking at

writings from namely Stuart Hall and Rasheed Araeen. In which we saw the shattering struggles that British artists

of colour had been waging to break the ground to enable us to follow the path it created in its wake: making art

and carving political Black space in art history. Clusters of artists that cropped up in the 70’s and 80’s all over the

Midlands who were reaching out and working together.

We began to further excavate this legacy; through ﬁnding resources, entering archival spaces, and embarking

upon researching queer, feminist and post colonial histories. To do this we drew from The African-Caribbean, Asian &amp; African Art in Britain archives at Chelsea College of Art; the Making Histories Visible archive at University of

Lancashire – Professor Lubaina Himid’s own collection; and the speciﬁcally Black Queer materials archive Ruckus! created by artist Ajamu and kept at the London Metropolitan archives. From feminist publications, letters, papers, back catalogues, and by speaking to the artists of that time, a Black feminist history of artists who stirred a

storm in the 80’s/90’s was revealed. Re-visiting the Thin Black Lines exhibition, showed how politically nuanced

artworks could be showcased in history, with those that spoke from histories of diﬀerence, and where migrant

and gendered subjectivities were given precedence, in a space like Tate Britain. 

 



This ﬁnding of representation was fundamental to understanding the legacy of the Black Arts movement, to understand what had come before, and to build on the foundations that had already been laid out. For young

people, students and emerging artists of colour, it’s crucial to feel this history is our own, and not be burdened

with starting from the beginning as many pioneering artists have done before us. 

So, upon discovering artists like Maud Sulter, Claudette Johnson, Sutapa Biswas, Sonia Boyce, Lubaina Himid,

Zarina Bhimji, Chila Kumari Burman, Ingrid Pollard, Poluoumi Desai we realised that these are still only the ones

that made it into books (and if you look you will ﬁnd them you will ﬁnd them)…but there are many more. Knowing

their work cements a sense of history, of knowing that there were artists in the 80’s at the height of race politics,

making subversive critical work about identity; you have a legacy that is yours, that you can refer to. It’s more than

representation, it’s seeing people who reﬂect your own story, in those big glossy art books, people, who have

names like yours. It gives a sense of connection, rather than a sense of constant loss, and mourning; which is

what living in a neo-colonial hetero-patriarchal world feels like.

The quest to ﬁll in the gaps has led Collective Creativity into self organising and re-distributing resources. Through

excavating the histories and legacies of queer artists of colour in Britain, this research in turn has helped bolster

our individual practices as artists and activists. Guided by the knowledge of the radical work the Black arts

movement in Britain had laid down before us, for us, in the 70’s, 80's and early 90’s.

Understanding and critiquing the Black arts movement and the hidden or nuanced queer threads within it, has

allowed us to ﬂourish in this knowledge of previous history as British artists and QTIPOC activists, to heal and

grow. Our work in recreating these conversations of reﬂection enables us as queer trans artists of colour to look

forward in our own (un)archiving, and in creating radical spaces for QTIPOC creativity in forms of research, workshops, visual documentation and exhibitions.



 



In the pages that follow you will ﬁnd our own reﬂections on surviving art school as well as current art students

enrolled at Nottingham Trent University who participated in a collective workshop at Nottingham Contemporary in

April, 2015. We would like to thank them for this time we spent together.

You will also ﬁnd a transcript of the conversation of an event on the Politics of the Art School that we held to coincide with the workshop, in which we hosted members of the Black Arts Movement from the 1980s including

Claudette Johnson, Said Adrus and Keith Piper in a discussion with people living and working in Nottingham. 



Raisa Kabir - Collective Creativity



Raju Rage 2015



Interview with Said Adrus by Raju Rage 

 



How do we want our art to be framed as artists? 

 



I've been working with archives with South Asian history and the context of War ( WW1) and I'm

having difficulty with how it is perceived and pursued in certain spaces but it hasn't stopped me

making it. Is it relevant today to frame our art as visual artists? Considering the discourse is about

'Black' and artists of Colour in UK / Europe , I think it’s for individuals to decide! However as the

Seminar tried to explore the history of Black artists (Asian,African- Caribbean) around the 1980 s

vis a vis Now, then there seemed a strong sense of collective political conscience that perhaps resulted in this position. 

 

It's just not easy to study art as a person

of colour or from a certain class, due to

high fees &amp; financial implication! Then

it's tough to make a living out of it. There

are a majority of us, who may not work

in a total commercial way with certain

galleries (where you produce work to sell

to private collectors and museums). Infact the activity outside of them is important too here to remember, as we are

often bombarded with 'star system' field.

However It's useful to look at how people

have survived in making their art over

the years . One can still embark on work

independently with some social conscience and be 'political' but it’s not an easy path to tread. Then there are public artists (Artists

who work in the Public realm) who are hardly talked about, where you work with Commissioning

Agencies , Local Authority or Councils with a strong consultation process. This is often undertaken

with close partnerships with communities and the aims to create something almost architectural

within a specific environment. The fee has a R &amp; D aspect and you are paid professionally which is

very good but one has to learn along the way the structure of proposals, negotiations, consultations

and overall project management. Artists aren't necessarily trained in that way but are often great

at adapting to the situations.



 



I'm not sure in the Art world if it is considered art, but nowadays the irony is that they all want to

be Public artists! Some years back I was involved in a Public Art project entitled ‘Cultural Mapping’

project in Leicester. This was really interesting as it was a new and challenging area to be engaged

in which was outside the so called 'mainstream' art world and the Art College! The local within this

setting was encouraged with a proactive affinity with the community rather than a detached approach 'plonk ' a sculpture anywhere. It's important, this process as it explores a grass roots consultation and also because those communities have to live with this creation/art work, which in turn

hopefully gives them a sense of ownership. So eventually the consultation with local schools and

community organisation had a positive impact on the outcome. 

The more experience one gathers in working with a community (as mentioned above) on a project

that sits outside a gallery context , it offers ways that were unheard of during my college training.

This practice or process is an emerging field now but due to our 'austerity' times currently and the

political mindset it’s come to a reduced commissioning generally. Some artists create an image

around them and through a particular statement would want to frame their works and I think I

have realised over the years that there will always be people who try to represent or define you in

a certain way. Ultimately I cannot deny my origin, I'm Said Adrus, an individual and with my



background, though people are always asking me where I am from but not satisfied as they want

to locate you easily . Well some of my works and projects attempt to challenge this creatively! 

Personally, I have a complex migration history with India, East Africa, Switzerland and UK I would

say I 'm British artist, but ultimately you're an artist, yes origin can have an impact on creativity

with certain ideas that are influenced by it but times are different now and maybe it’s not necessary

to define yourself as we may have done in the past. Also, it feels that it’s about the art work and

the quality of it that matters . Of course the extremely important issue of presentation and reception of the work is valid  

and in what context! 

 



[We talk more about what the art world considers art]



 



How do we sustain our practices during university and beyond? (Experiences of university

and current practice). 

There were hardly any tutors who were artists of Non European background at Art College. There

was an absence of them and of our art history that we related to so we had to dig our own subject

matter and we had to also learn about western art history, American and European focused. In our

year at Trent I recall only Keith Piper and myself were Black. It seemed we were one of the new

generations of 'post -colonial 'communities to go to Art School , especially in Midlands. 

 

Only slowly, post- college, did I get to know about different kind of artists such as MF Hussain or

David Hammons Art / works even though they were active at that time. I also found out about Indian artists (from India who had settled in Britain) after college. Now there are at least some

archives, 'Making Visible' in Preston, the one at Chelsea and Stuart Hall Library, so you have access

to research materials compared to us 30 years ago where there was a total absence. At the same

time there were Panchayat archives that I was part of trying to develop and there was Salida

(south Asian literature and art archive, with another name now). Saadha? In Nottingham I was involved in a lot of projects with young people doing art workshops and we had collective called Asian

Artists Group (AAG -meaning Fire). 



In one way you had Amitabh Bhachan Bollywood film posters in Birmingham and London and inner

city music posters with over laying of mage &amp; text . Also the aesthetic of then the urban environment with images of Music and Film events started to happen and reggae music amongst the disturbing racist football graffiti on the walls. This crazy overlay which I found interesting to embark

on .That race paradigm and conflict was out there on the streets. That was the reference point,

uban content, not the art history we were learning in school. How the uprisings were being potrayed in the media and so on. That was something I reckon some of us were trying to express and

talk about in our work. There was an urgency and rawness in this work. It had a spontaneous feel

to it so we just did it and expressed ourselves. I was focused on urban and social context and that

is how my work has developed. At the time we had access to things like James Baldwin's writing

and a lot of non-visual art political work, such as Bob Marley lyrics &amp; Blk musician s because there

weren't a lot of art references for us. You couldn't even talk to the tutors about this absence because if you would mention it they weren't aware of it so it was a awkward to say the least. The

reference points were people like Andy Warhol and R Rauschenberg as they used Silkscreen, print

media with image and text etc. For me visually this aesthetic was quite attractive to expand on. 



 



Or for example, it appeared that one our tutors was interested in Temples, deities and monuments

in India, not even Contemporary Indian artists or African artists (we laugh) so how would they be

able to communicate with us? But we became politically aware through the wider social politics

around the Uprisings in London and other major cities (they also happened in Nottingham in the

past ). There was a lot of disenfranchisement and discontent around police racial harassment which

was quite radical for us. I came from Switzerland, and was born in East Africa so I wasn't brought

up in UK and so I faced different attitude towards 'Race' in Europe than in UK so this interested me. 

 



I was later influenced by Rasheed Araeen and Gavin Jantjes works about race and identity and politics . I also came across the work of Native American artist called Jimmy Durham! Some of this activity was really focused in the Midlands (they were organising shows in the Midlands and the

North ). London had some shows but it appeared a lot was actually was happening initially outside

of the capital! 

 



Post college, various 'Black art' events were happening, exhibitions and so on and there were more

networks. So there were debates, conferences, exhibitions and discourses that came out of them. It

was a breath of fresh ' air in this climate and there was a certain sense of energy the artworks that

were being discussed and shown. However, there was also criticism from certain press and media

about doing this work just because we were 'Black' rather than the content/ artistic quality of our

work, but I am proud of being part of certain exhibitions.

 



Many South Asian artists were also involved with arts shows that Eddie Chambers had curated for

with similar political alignments and it wasn't just about your backgrounds. There were many artists

from various backgrounds making political art, possibly considered 'Black 'art. History &amp; Identity

being one of these exhibitions. There was a lack of documentation so the emphasis was also on

producing catalogues for/with especially Public galleries, just like you are doing now. 

 



 



One of my major Project in recent years, in many ways an ongoing project has been the Pavilion

Series (2004-2014).... Film, Video Installation which explored the hidden history of British ASIAN

SOLDIERS in WW1 &amp; WW2. The work comprised of photo panels, Archives and also dealt with

Memory, Contemporary issues of sites &amp; Location. It also explored the issue of Muslim Soldiers as

part of British Army and the subsequent desecration of their graves in Woking, Surrey. These had

been shown previously in Southampton and at the The Lightbox in Woking but a newer version was

shown in Nottingham recently at New Art Exchange in 2014/15 and also in London at 198

Gallery. 

Also I had been engaged in a Public Art through Cultural Mapping project (Sacred Spaces) in

Leicester. This was in collaboration with the artist Bhajan Hunjan who has been very active with

initially Asian women artists in UK then as a tutor and Public artist over the years, providing a challenging approach to Public Art with a strong community consultation process. In some ways it is

this space between Gallery/Museum shows and Art College that perhaps needs a viewpoint, from a

practice oriented perspective. 

Some of these works had been temporary installations but a lot of these have been permanent in

Leicester, Slough (Town square) and in East London in recent times through Bow Arts.
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